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TO BE SOLD THURSDAY 30TH NOVEMBER
TOYS
Lots 1 – 353
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Various games, jigsaws, die cast models etc
(four boxes)
£30-50*
Various die cast and plastic models
£20-40*
Three straw filled bears
£30-40*
A box of various dolls
£20-30*
A boxed G.I. Joe The Rise of Cobra Pit Mobile
Headquarters
£20-40*
Boxed Playmates Michael Jackson Thriller figure,
Kung Zhu Giant Battle Arena plus Donald Trump
game
£20-40*
Cased Lego Star Wars 7962 vehicles and figures
set (case damaged)
£30-50*
A Georgio bear plus a large yellow bear £20-30*
Teddy bears, dolls furniture etc
£20-30*
A radio controlled Yacht, 'University Club' fitted
control gear, transmitter and stand
£20-40*
A wooden fort and accessories, board games,
jigsaws etc (box and bag)
£20-40*
A Meccano No.5 set, Scalextric 100 racing set
(no cars) plus a microscope lab 1 etc
£20-40*
A boxed Steel-Tec construction part outfit £10-20*
Various wooden houses etc
£10-20*
Boxed Hornby No.1 passenger set No.31 plus
0 and 00 gauge track and accessories
£30-50*
Various Noddy items including books, cards etc
£20-40*
An Amersham toy tin plate stove
£10-20*
A case of board games plus Maxcom 7E Alert
Mobile Transceiver
£20-40*
Three porcelain dolls, a large yellow teddy plus
various childrens annuals
£20-40*
A dolls house, cradle and dolls plus a Hi Life
game
£20-40*
A tin plate stationary steam engine powering three
accessories
£40-60*

30
31

32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29

Various die cast and lead models etc
£40-60*
A boxed Corgi British Airways set, Pelham puppet
and bone dominoes
£20-40*
A box of various annuals including 1950/51 Radio
Fun
£20-30*
Unboxed Dinky and other die cast models £30-50*
Chad Valley tin plate drum, spinning top plus other
items
£20-30*
A Dep German porcelain doll, 13 1/2"
£45-55*
Hornby No.1 rolling stock to including boxed flat
container truck, timber wagon plus unboxed items
£50-70*
Two tin plated delivery vehicles biscuit tins
£20-30*

58

59
60

61
62

63

A JWS & S Bavaria card houses set
£30-40*
Hornby No.1 rotary tipping wagons, Meccano
orange with blue base, Trinidad Lake asphalt
black base and a crane wagon
£30-40*
A Hornby No.1 Royal daylight petrol tanker,
guards van, boxed No.20 crane truck plus a
French wine wagon
£40-60*
A Hornby No.2 Saxa Salt plus Timber wagons
£20-40*
A pre-war Hornby No.1 0-4-0 6161 loco and
tender
£30-40*
A boxed Hornby No.1 M3 460 loco
£30-50*
A boxed Hornby M.O goods set loco 6161 £40-60*
A Hornby No.1 2270 loco
£20-40*
A Hornby No.1 5600 loco and tender
£30-50*
A Schuco mohair lion, cat and rabbit
£150-180*
A bar skittles game
£20-30*
A boxed Mamod steam traction engine
£40-60*
A Hornby LNER heavy goods train set R786
£30-50*
A Hornby Dublo passenger part train set Duchess
of Athol (repainted loco and tender), includes
Graham Farrish Pullman coach
£20-40*
A Schuco limited edition bear
£30-50*
A Mamod steam engine SP2 plus accessories
£40-60*
Various cards and other games including
Geographia Touring England and Glevum Ludo
board
£30-40*
A Mamod steam tractor
£30-40*
A Marklin electric pantograph loco 41024 £20-30*
Hornby No.1 loco and tender 1842 plus loco
82011
£30-50*
Hornby 00 loco and tender 4983
£20-40*
A German stationary steam engine plus two
others
£30-50*
Hornby No.1 station, level crossing, signal box,
signals, water tower and crane
£40-60*
A quantity of Lego including 853 technical set
£30-40*
Four boxes of Airfix Military Series figures, three
Dinky tanks etc
£20-40*
A Mamod steam tractor
£20-40*
A Triang sprung rocking horse
£20-40*
Five vintage 0 gauge tin plate buildings to include
four stations and a signal box, a tunnel, plus a
quantity of vintage 0 gauge rail track and a boxed
Hornby Railways 00 gauge operating turntable set
£20-40*
A boxed Calder Craft radio control Police Launch
Vigilant III, fitted out with electric motor, running
gear and comes with transmitter
£30-40*
A quantity of plans for radio control aircraft,
approx forty (some vintage)
£20-30*
A boxed Gempith Fast Attack Torpedo boat for
radio control, painted hull and deck, includes deck
fittings kit (part made)
£30-40*
A vintage Britex microscope
£20-30*
Various Triang railways and other items including
track, rolling stock and accessories (two boxes)
£45-60*
Boxed Triang Railways 46201 Princess Elizabeth
loco
£45-60*
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64
65

Boxed Triang Railways 46205 Princess Victoria
loco
£45-60*
Boxed Triang Railways 46201 Princess Elizabeth
loco and tender
£45-60*

86
87
88
89
90
91
92

66
67
68
69

Boxed Triang Railways rolling stock including
coaches and wagons
£75-100*
A Mamod stationery steam engine
£20-40
A tin plate roller bell pulled by a stuffed felt horse
£50-70*
Boxed Hornby AC No.636 SNCF 2-6-2 131T B42
loco
£45-60*

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

70
71
72
73

74
75
76
77

A boxed Corgi 1128 Priestman cub shovel £30-40*
A Charbens Hovis van and figures, a tractor and
two Matchbox models
£30-40*
Various Meccano and Bayko 2X conversion set
£20-30*
A boxed Hornby Dublo D1 island platform,
footbridge, signal cabin, Triang R76 engine shed
plus Triang and Rovex boxed rolling stock etc
£40-60*
Various Barbie dolls and accessories plus a table
football game
£30-50*
Various boxed Corgi models plus a Matchbox K5
racing car transporter
£30-40*
A boxed Corgi 263 Ramber Merlin Sports £20-30*
A boxed Corgi 258 'Saints' Volvo P1800 with white
body and red interior
£50-70*

102

103
104
105
106

107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Various plastic, soft and other toys including radio
controlled flipping rat (three boxes)
£20-40*
Various plastic, soft and other toys (three boxes)
£20-40*
A Sesame St double buggy with figures £20-40*
A reproduction wicker and metal dolls pram
£20-40*
An L.C.Smith & Corona childs typewriter plus a
dolls pram (no handle)
£20-30*
A Chinese porcelain doll plus various others
£30-50*
Seven boxed Alberon porcelain dolls plus one
other
£30-50*
A soft bear titled 'Bee My Honey'
£20-30*

117
118
119
120

121
122
123

Two boxes of Slambango novelty shot glasses
plus caps and fun snaps
£30-40*
Various die cast and other models
£30-50*
Hornby Dublo die cast station, girder bridge and
track
£20-40*
A Big Track Transport Unit, two boxed Triang
Hornby rolling stock etc
£20-30*
A scratch built stationary hot air engine
£20-30*
Various carded and boxed Dr Who figures £30-40*
A boxed Hasbro Autobot Commander Optimus
Prime
£30-50*
Various Airfix and Matchbox kits
£20-30*
Various Lord of the Rings collection models
£20-40*
Various Dinky, Corgi and Matchbox models
£20-30*
Various Spot On, Corgi and Britains models
£20-40*
Various Airfix and Britains plastic models £20-30*
A display case of Britains plastic animals and
figures
£30-50*
A Scalextric Banger Raceway set
£20-30*
Various Power Ranger and other figures £20-40*
Various Dinky, Corgi and Matchbox models
£20-40*
A push along horse plus two boxes of toys and
Tetley collectables including a Beatles jigsaw
£20-40*
Lego Technics plus other toys
£10-20*
A wooden pond yacht, length 42"
£60-80*
A Scalextric 24 hour Le Mans set
£20-40*
A Matchbox Power Tract Le Mans set
(unopened)
£20-40*
A boxed Easibuild dolls house workshop, Ash
House DH002
£30-50*
A quantity of various porcelain dolls
£30-50*
A Heubach Koppelsdorf ethnic doll, No. 452 15/0
£20-30*
A Scalextric Grand Prix set
£10-20*
May Gibbs one volume Gumnut Babies plus
Sunshine for Little Children 1883
£20-30*
A boxed Hornby Railways high speed set £20-30*
Two boxes of Winnie the Pooh bears plus other
items
£40-60*
Two boxes of Winnie the Pooh bears plus other
items
£40-60*
Thirteen boxed Atlas Dinky models
£20-40*
Hornby No.1 0-4-0 loco plus tender 1842, partially
boxed
£20-40*
Five Dinky Army models
£20-40*
John Hill & Co monoplane, two racing cars, two tin
plate motorcycles plus a car
£30-50*
Ten die cast vintage cars, some French and
German
£20-40*
A Minic fire engine, Tootsie Tank and Dovecote,
copy Dinky car and tractor plus a Dinky Esso
pump
£40-60*
Fifteen various models, mostly Matchbox plus two
Impi
£20-30*
A Dinky Toys five shelf collectors case
£50-80*
Barbie toys including boxed stereo player, horses
etc (two boxes)
£20-40*
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124
125

126
127

128
129
130

131
132

Boxed die cast models including Dinky, Corgi,
Maisto etc
£20-40*
Boxed models, Maisto, Pauls Model Art, Burago
and Britains German Scout car (defective box)
£20-40*
Tomy Atomic pinball, Pepsi can telephone plus
other items
£20-40*
Boxed Palitoy talking Z Victor 4, Nikko black
Porsche, Alps (Japan) Touch O Matic Sporty
Beetle plus a Chinese Saturn Robot
£30-50*
An Armand Marseille porcelain doll, marked 1330
A 9/12 M
£30-50*
A Mettoy tin plate OK biscuits lorry
£30-40*
Various track and rolling stock as follows:
Bassett-Lowke 0 gauge two coaches and two
wagons, flat bed and United Dairies tanker, Trix
Twin 00 gauge Bakelite three rail track, Hornby 00
track plus early 0 gauge track with rails pinned to
wooden sleepers
£30-50*
Bing 0 gauge 4-4-0 live steam loco 1902
(for restoration)
£30-50*
Bassett-Lowke clockwork 0 gauge 0-6-0 loco and
tender No.4256 (missing front buffer)
£80-120*

145

Tipp & Co (Germany) tin plate friction drive racing
car, No.22 in metallic blue
£60-80*

146

Wells & Co single decker clockwork road coach,
cream body with red flash
£50-60*
Bandai (Japan) tin plate friction drive MG TF
sports car in black with cream body and red
interior, folding windscreen
£50-70*
A tin plate British clockwork tipping trunk in green
with cream body and red chassis
£30-50*
Arnold (Germany) tin plate clockwork battleship
with rotating guns
£60-80*

147

148
149

150
151
152
133

Bassett-Lowke clockwork 0 gauge 0-4-0 LMS tank
engine No.36
£80-120*

153

154
155
156
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

141

142

143
144

A boxed Mettype Junior typewriter with leaflet
£20-30*
A Mettoy tin plate Joy Town fire station
£30-50*
A Marx tin plate bungalow c1950
£40-60*
A Marx tin plate and plastic BOAC DC10 battery
operated airliner
£30-50*
A Triang wooden London Omnibus No.123
(for restoration)
£20-40*
A Triang Minic garage/showroom with signboard
and two plastic pumps
£30-40*
A Corgi rotary shop display stand, plastic and
perspex with four columns and thirty two
compartments
£100-150*
Bing 0 gauge level crossing, German 0 gauge
footbridge with signals, Brimtoy tin plate Joy Town
station and wooden station with tin plate adverts,
The Locomotive Dissected Puzzle (one piece
missing) and Glevum Railway race
£20-40*
Four Dinky 23m Thunderbolt speed cards, green
and silver, light blue and silver, red and silver plus
dark blue
£30-50*
A clockwork composition walking Pinocchio, make
unknown, possibly German
£30-50*
A Toplay (Japan) tin plate clockwork guardsman,
1960-70's
£20-40*

157

158

159
160
161
162
163
164

A tin plate clockwork crane plus a tin plate horse
(rider missing)
£20-40*
A tin plate friction drive tank No.226 plus a Triang
Minic 13M clockwork blue racing car, No.5 £20-40*
Fairylite tin plate clockwork drumming clown plus
a Japanese clockwork tortoise, marked K £30-40*
Four Schuco cloth covered tin plate clockwork
toys, pig drummer and a mouse drinking from a
stein (2) plus a somersaulting mouse
£80-120*
Wellsotoys friction drive tin plate ice cream van
plus a TV outside broadcast lorry
£20-40*
A Meccano tin plate seaplane in blue and cream,
RAF markings
£60-100*
Chad Valley tin plate clockwork delivery van with
Chad Valley logo, the roof with games advertising
(missing tailgate)
£70-100*
A Burnett Ltd tin plate clockwork armoured car
with gunner
£80-120*

A Bing tin plate train indicator with detachable
signs, Aberdeen, York, Glasgow and Doncaster
£30-50*
A Triang pressed steel saloon car in green with
white wheels
£20-30*
A Wells & Co tin plate clockwork open front saloon
car with driver in blue and cream
£30-50*
A French tin plate Army covered wagon with two
horses and driver
£60-100*
A Gunthermann tin plate clockwork large scale
lady bird, c1911
£40-60*
A Kellerman tin plate friction drive German Post
Office V W Beetle
£30-50*
A Japanese tin plate and rubber dancing couple
£20-40*
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165
166
167
168
169

170
171
172
173
174
175

176

Matchbox hopper train, dodge truck and trailers
plus other models
£20-30*
A boxed Matchbox showroom and service station
for Matchbox Toys
£30-50*
A boxed Sutcliffe racer 1 speedboat
(one flap missing)
£30-40*
A boxed Marklin 00 gauge double level crossing
with hut and flashing lights
£30-40*
A boxed Marklin 00 gauge box van, single barrier
containing crossing with hut and signal, flat bed
wagon and single three rail track
£40-60*
A boxed Hornby Dublo tailer plus EDA 1 curved
rails
£20-30*
A boxed Jitsuyoshinan (Japan) celluloid Boku No
Tomodachi trapeze artist
£30-50*
A boxed Russian tin plate and fabric
somersaulting monkey
£30-40*
Two German tin plate childs sewing machines,
one with clamp and instructions
£30-50*
C.I.J. (France) die cast and tin plate Tracteur
Routier Renault crane truck in orange
£40-60*
C.I.J. (French) die cast and tin plate Tracteur
Routier Renault low loader, tin plate trailer with
white tyres and Babcock & Wilcox marcoule load
£40-60*
Chad Valley large scale die cast Fordson major
tractor
£70-100*

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

208

209
177
178
179
180

181

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191

A boxed Britains 9567 die cast and plastic tumbrel
cart
£20-40*
A Benbros metallic blue and yellow Euclid quarry
truck
£20-30*
A European tin plate tramcar in red and yellow
£30-50*
A tin plate garage forecourt with Esso and
standard pumps with battery operated strip light
£30-50*
Four Wells Brimtoy clockwork figures, Cinderella
and Prince Charming, dancing Fairy Queen,
Spanish dancer plus Mary and Her Little Lamb
£40-60*
A wooden rocking horse
£80-120*
A boxed Dr Who radio controlled Dalek
£30-50*
A boxed Thinkway Toys Buzz Lightyear and
Intergalactic Buzz Lightyear
£60-80*
A boxed Thunderbirds Tracey Island plus a blister
pack Matchbox Lady Penelopes FAB1 car £30-40*
A boxed Airfix Battle of Britain Memorial Flight,
Euro Fighter Typhoon and Spitfire
£20-40*
A childs croquet set
£20-30*
A Victorian iron and brass dolls bed with lace and
other linen
£100-150*
A box of marbles plus four toy tin plate planes and
a metal car
£20-30*
A boxed Lehmann No.230 climbing miller
£70-100*
A Lehmann tin plate climbing acrobat
£30-50*

210
211
212

213
214
215

216
217
218

219
220
221
222

A Lehmann No.445 performing sea lion
(missing whiskers and bell)
£30-50*
A Lehmann No.550 AAA tin plate lorry
(one missing back door)
£40-60*
A Lehmann No.385 climbing monkey 'Tom', early
version
£50-70*
Stock (German) tin plate walking clockwork porter
with trolley, c1920 (missing trunk lid)
£40-60*
A Mahjong set, costume and other dolls etc
£40-60*
Eight boxed Atlas warships and DVD
£20-30*
Various boxed Corgi Classics etc plus a Texaco
service station
£20-40*
A boxed Heng Tai remote control battleship
£30-50*
A boxed Heng Tai remote control aircraft carrier
£30-50*
A Triang wooden dolls house and furniture£50-80*
A large quantity of Playmobile cowboys and
indians, buildings, carriages etc
£20-30*
Rosco Japanese 1960's shaking antique car
(boxed)
£20-30*
Various vintage model kits plus other toys £20-30*
Vintage Scalextric Minis plus a slot car set £20-30*
Matchbox Yesteryear models, toy cash register
etc
£20-40*
A toy model fort and soldiers made by
P.B.Humphrey, Chief Designer for Heston Aircraft
£30-50*
A toy model crane and soldiers made by
P.B.Humphrey, Chief Designer for Heston Aircraft
£20-30*
A box of various Meccano plus a box part
Meccano Airport Service set
£30-40*
Boxed Graham Farish digital commuter set,
N gauge (unused)
£40-60*
Three x gauge 1 GWR coach bodies in tin plate
and plastic
£60-80*
Three boxed Tenmille kits, G153 GWR composite
coach, G154 brake 3rd class and G165 auto
coach (unused)
£100-150*
Box Ikarus Eco Piccolo Indoor Model Helicopter
kit (unused)
£30-50*
A boxed Maplin Electronics three channel Lama
helicopter (unused)
£40-60*
A boxed Wilesco D409 Showmans engine
(unused), Pettigrove Stonebridge park roof
£80-120*
A boxed garden railway specialists Scammel
mechanical horse and trailer kit (unused) £30-50*
A boxed Acorn 10mm gauge class 14 Teddy bear
0-6-0 diesel loco kit (unused)
£60-80*
A boxed Marklin 81561 Mini Club Z gauge railway
set, loco No.140 (unused, light box damage)
£40-60*
A Noch Z gauge railway layout in aluminium case
(unused)
£70-100*
A boxed Wilesco finecast Showmans engine kit
(unused)
£30-50*
A boxed Sussex Steam Co Newcomen Automatic
Atmosphere Beam Engine kit (unused)
£50-70*
A boxed Accucraft Trains Classic series live
steam loco kit, No.1 Ruby (unused)
£70-100*
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223

A boxed Regner live steam loco 0-4-0, Vincent
(unused)
£150-250*

240

A Cotswold Heritage stationary steam engine,
Thor plus a flywheel accessory
£300-500*

224

Five boxed Tenmille wagon kits, G129 GWR cattle
wagon, G168 GWR ventilated van, G127 Saxa
Salt wagon, G130 GWR brake van (toad), G146A
GWA coal wagon and AG202 G1 signal box
(unused)
£180-250*
A boxed Hornby Flying Scotsman USA tour
1969-2000 limited edition
£80-120*
A boxed Marklin gauge 1 GWR 10 ton coal wagon
kit (unused)
£30-40*
A boxed Slaters LMS 6 wheel milk tank wagon kit,
gauge 1 (unused)
£20-40*
A boxed Hartford Products Ely Thomas log car kit
(unused)
£20-40*
A Nichols Fairbairns column engine kit (appears
complete)
£50-70*
Three small kits, garden railway bracket signal
lower quadrant, Tolhurst GWR signals (unused)
and M.J.Engineering 2" scale engine lamps
(appears complete)
£30-40*
Boxed Markin Mini Club items to include 81430
diesel loco and carriages, 88081 Pantograph loco,
8831 rail car, other boxed rolling stock signals and
overhead gantries
£100-150*
Four boxed model power diesel locos Santa Fe
3779 (3), Union Pacific 820
£20-30*
Boxed Bachmann Delta Prototype DPI Mainline
Livery, weathered, produced for N.R.M. £80-120*
Boxed Kato N gauge inner oval track set, Dapol
14XX GWR loco and carriage, minitrix continental
restaurant car
£20-40*
An Aster Hobby 94 B&O Atlantic Grasshopper live
steam loco plus three carriages
£200-400*

241

A gauge 1 live steam 4-6-2 Southern Railway
un-rebuilt West Country loco, 21C114 Budleigh
Salterton, has been fitted with remote control,
comes with GWR furniture wagon and remote
controller
£700-1000*

242

A boxed Tekno Scania CR76/851 coach in deep
yellow and cream plus PTT coach in yellow, red
and cream
£40-60*
A boxed Tekno Scania CR7/851 coach in yellow
and cream, Faxe Kopal plus one other in red
£40-60*
A boxed Tekno Scania CR76/851 coach in blue
and cream plus one other in orange and white, SJ
£40-60*
A boxed Tekno Scania 0302/950 Mercedes Benz
coach in deep yellow, red and cream, PTT plus
one in deep yellow and cream and one other in
red and cream
£60-80*
Three boxed Lion Cars (Holland) No.2800
articulated trucks, orange cab and white trailer
with red and blue strips, blue banded and orange
and blue
£50-70*
A boxed Tekno Scania 427 Volvo F89 in blue and
white plus Scania LB140/421 in blue and orange,
long trailer
£40-60*
Three boxed Tekno lorries, Volvo F89/425 in
white, green and orange G.Snel, blue and yellow
plus blue and yellow, Tekno Transport
£40-60*
Four boxed Solido models, 369 DAF Citerne
Shell, 369 DAF Citerne Onatra, 371 Citroen C35
Secours Aux Moyes and 370 Saviem semiremorque, Renault
£50-70*
A boxed Solido 306 Camion Berliet Stradder, Lion
Cars 43 DAF Vrachtauto Kleenex in blue and
silver plus another in orange, black and white,
German Micwa van and unboxed Tekno Scania
Vabis fire engine
£30-40*
Four boxed Tekno Ford D0810 trucks, 915 red
and grey, 916 red grey and green, 920 red Falck
Zonen and 918 red white and green, Tuborgs
Bryggerier
£60-80*
Boxed Matchbox models, Y14 1911 Maxwell
Roadsters in blue and yellow and blister boxes,
the Londoner Bus, Y11 1938 Lagonda Couple,
Y3 1934 Riley MPH in blister boxes and unboxed
M6A Pickfords low loader, dark blue tractor and
maroon low loader with M4A Ruston Bucyrus
Excavator
£30-40*
A Dinky 111 Cinderellas coach in blister box and
600 Mercedes Benz in rigid box
£20-40*

225
226
227
228
229
230

231

232
233
234

235

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250
236
237
238
239

A demonstration model battery powered flywheel
£20-40*
A spirit fired pressurised mechanical device
£40-60*
A Cotswold Heritage steam driven flywheel engine
£200-400*
A Cotswold Heritage stationary steam engine,
Fury
£200-400*

251

252

253

Lots 238 and 239
*THIS LOT IS SUBJECT TO 17% COMMISSION PLUS VAT. PLEASE READ OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

254

Unboxed Dinky models, 914 AEC articulated lorry
with red cab, grey trailer and green tilt British
Road Services, 925 38-TB excavator, 927 service
platform vehicle in cream and red, 188 caravan in
green and cream, 151B military covered wagon,
152A light tank and 492 loudspeaker van in green
with silver horn
£40-60*
255 A boxed Dinky 972 20 ton Coles crane
£20-40*
256 A wooden model sailing ship
£20-30*
257 A pair of miniature mahogany hall chairs, possible
a tradesmans sample
£40-50*
258 Six Tonka dump trucks
£30-50*
259 Five Tonka cranes
£30-50*
260 Tonka models to include bulldozers, excavators
etc (two boxes)
£20-40*
261 Various Tonka tractors etc
£20-40*
262 Erno (Swiss) 0 gauge Pantograph loco, freight
rolling stock plus Swiss three rail track
£30-50*
263 Various unboxed Matchbox models
£20-40*
264 Items of tin plate including Meccano steam
engine, tanks etc
£20-40*
265 Various unboxed Dinky and Corgi models £30-40*
266 A pushalong dog plus two Bagatelle boards
£20-40*
267 A box of assorted play worn Matchbox, Dinky,
Corgi etc
£20-30*
268 A box of assorted toys including Pelham puppet,
mini microscope, roller ball game, childs cash
register etc
£30-40*
269 WITHDRAWN
270 Triang Railways R81 station set plus track, signals
and tunnels etc
£20-40*
271 Triang Railways rolling stock including boxed
R157 diesel rail car, R446 kitchen car etc £30-50*
272 Four Triang Railways locos, R159 double sided
diesel loco (boxed), 46200 Princess Royal, 46201
Princess Elizabeth and 0-6-0 tank
£40-60*
273 A dual purpose toy dog, either for wheeling or
rocking
£20-40*
274 Various boxed models, Shell, Lledo etc
£20-30*
275 and 276 - WITHDRAWN
277 A Steiff 2000 Danbury mint bear
£20-40*
278 A Steiff 2003 Danbury mint bear
£20-40*
279 A Steiff 2002 Danbury mint bear
£20-40*
280 A Steiff classic Teddy bear 40 005077 with
growler in blue mohair
£30-50*

282
283

284

285

286

287
288

289
290
291

292

293
294

295
296
297

298

299

300
301
281

Lots 277, 278, 279 and 280
A Steiff rabbit glove puppet

£20-40*

A Steiff Paddington Bear limited edition, No.00690
in Steiff bag with certificate
£40-50*
Two Steiff bears 'Othello' serial number 2129 and
'Windsor' serial number 1665, both with
certificates
£40-50*
A boxed Steiff 'Millennium' bear plus a limited
edition Teddy bear Christmas ornament,
No.00216
£30-50*
A boxed Steiff Teddy bear 'Joseph' limited edition,
No.01867 with certificate and papers
£30-50*

Lots 284 and 285
Eight Matchbox Series, No.21 Rod Roller, No.18
Hondarora, No.24 Team Matchbox, No.71 Jumbo
Jet, No.38 Stingeroo and No.19 Road Dragster
plus a Corgi Eddie Stobart lorry
£40-60*
Two boxes of Corgi, Matchbox, Britians and die
cast plus other toys etc
£20-40*
A Star Yacht of Birkenhead wooden pond yacht
named 'Northern Star' in white, yellow and green,
SY/5
£30-40*
A Star Yacht of Birkenhead wooden pond yacht in
two tone blue, SY/4
£20-30*
A Star Yacht of Birkenhead wooden pond yacht in
red and green, SY/3
£20-30*
Triang Hornby locos 46201 Princess Elizabeth,
LBSC Jinty No.100 plus carriages and freight
rolling stock, track etc (two boxes)
£50-80*
Boxed Mainline diesel loco D49, unboxed Lima
diesel 33027, Triang Hornby D6830 and Lima,
Mainline, Triang rolling stock, track etc
(two boxes)
£50-70*
Hornby Dublo and Triang coaches and rolling
stock, turntable etc
£30-50*
Two Tonka fire engines, Tonka and other metal
toys including Rico (Spain) Fangio racing car
£30-50*
Various Meccano including boxed No.1A and No.2
clockwork motors
£30-40*
A die cast VSAF rocket money box by Astro MFG
Co
£40-60*
A tin plate fairground ride, an elephant riding a
tricycle (Chinese replicas of pre-war German
makers), printed in German
£30-50*
Boxed Corgi buses, 469 Routemaster Hamleys,
467 Selfridges, 471 Silver Jubilee Woolworth, 471
Silver Jubilee See More London, 845 Thorneycroft
van, Rextoys Cadillac plus unboxed Corgi
American La France reserve vehicle
£30-50*
A boxed Corgi 452 Commer dropside lorry,
51 Massey Ferguson trailer and 61 four farrow
plough (some end flaps detached)
£30-50*
A boxed Corgi 284 Citroen SM with metallic green
body
£20-30*
A boxed Corgi 409 forward control Jeep, 404
Bedford Dormobile (missing end flaps) and 458
ERF earth dumper (missing end flaps)
£40-50*

*THIS LOT IS SUBJECT TO 17% COMMISSION PLUS VAT. PLEASE READ OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

302

303

304
305
306

A boxed Dinky 251 Aveling Barford roller with mid
green body and 322 disc harrow (no end flaps)
£20-40*
Boxed Dinky 341 Land Rover trailers with orange
and green bodies plus green trailer (unboxed)
£40-60*
A boxed Dinky 622 10 ton Army truck
£20-30*
Two boxed Dinky 202 Fiat Abarths plus 217 Alfa
Romeo Scarabeo
£20-40*
A Corgi 1120 Midland Red Express coach and
413 Mobile butchers shop
£40-60*

328
329
330
331
332
333
334

335
307

308

309
310

311
312

313

314
315
316
317
318

319
320
321
322

323
324
325
326

327

A Corgi 1137 Ford articulated trailer express
service with mechanic and a boxed 5013 AEC 508
forward control 5 ton cab over
£40-60*
A Corgi 1112 Corporal guided missile and
launcher ramp plus 1113 Corporal erector vehicle
with missile and launching pad
£30-50*
Two boxed NZE 155RH Ruston Bucyrus
excavators
£40-60*
A Corgi GS2 Land Rover and pony trailer
(with pony), Rover green and beige, trailer light
brown and cream
£30-40*
A large die cast quarry truck in red, yellow and
black, made in Hong Kong
£20-40*
A Corgi 54 Fordson half track tractor with blue
body, orange rollers and grey tracks (early casting
with lights at side of radiator grill)
£20-40*
A Corgi 503 Chipperfields Circus giraffe
transporter (with giraffes) and 1144 crane truck
£20-40*
A Corgi 351 RAF Land Rover
£20-30*
A Corgi 447 Walls ice cream van
£20-30*
A Corgi 479 Commer mobile camera van £20-40*
A Corgi 153 Bluebird record car with blue body,
UK and US flags
£20-40*
A Corgi 334 Mini Cooper, 226 Mini Minor with
maroon body and lemon interior plus a 251
Hillman Imp with blue body
£40-60*
Thomas the Tank Engine items including locos,
stations etc
£20-40*
Boxed aircraft models including Corgi, Revell and
Vernon
£20-40*
Various Corgi, Dinky and other die cast models
(two boxes)
£30-50*
Various Triang Hornby, Dapol rolling stock, track
and accessories including boxed R414 turntable
(three boxes)
£30-50*
Boxed Scalextric C82 Lotus and C176 Mini
Cooper
£20-30*
A large quantity of boxed games and jigsaws
£20-30*
An Amstrad CPC 464 computer, monitor and
games
£50-70*
Hornby Dublo coaches, freight stock level
crossings, accessories, controllers etc (two boxes)
£40-60*
Boxed ERTL American mascot 1996 Firebird
Transam plus Corgi, Days Gone and other models
£20-30*

336

337

338
339
340
341
342

343
344
345

346

347
348

349
350
351
352
353

Various die cast models of French Napoleonic
soldiers
£20-30*
Spot On 158A 10 ton arctic tanker in green, red
and black, Shell BP
£40-60*
Spot On 109 ERF 68G flat float with sides in
turquoise and silver
£40-60*
A boxed Spot On Morris Mini van, Post Office
telephone
£40-60*
A Dinky 949 Wayne school bus in yellow with red
body lines
£30-50*
A Dinky 953 continental touring coach in blue and
white
£20-40*
A French Dinky 29F Autocar Chausson coach
(repainted) and 542 Mercedes Benz mini bus
£30-40*
A Dinky 275 Brinks armoured car in grey and blue
with driver and crates
£40-60*
A rare Dinky 989 car transporter, Auto
Transporters in yellow, light grey and blue
£80-120*

A Dinky 100 Lady Penelope FAB1 pink with
sliding roof and 108 Sams car in blue, yellow and
red
£30-50*
Dinky 90 Express Dairy Vans in grey and blue
plus red and cream
£20-40*
A Dinky 980 Coles crane truck and 959 Foden
dump truck with yellow hubs
£30-40*
A Dinky 620 Berliet missile launcher with missile
£20-40*
A Dinky 563 Blaw Knox heavy tractor in blue with
light blue hubs and brown driver
£40-60*
Two Dinky 320 Halesowen harvest tractors, 340
Land Rover in orange with green interior plus 190
caravan
£30-50*
A Moorestone six wheel flatbed truck plus a
quarry dumper truck
£20-30*
A C.I.J. Fregate Renault car in green plus a Solido
NSU Prinz in silver
£20-40*
An Atlas crane lorry in orange and black, Joal 211
skip lorry in red, blue and yellow plus a J.R.O.
Citroen lorry in green
£20-40*
A French Dinky 33 Simca Glaziers lorry in yellow
and green plus grey and green Saint Gobain
(no glass)
£40-60*
A French Dinky 25c Citroen van in cream plus 523
Simca 500 car
£20-30*
A Budgie 703 London Taxi Cab, Dinky 163 VW
1600 red on box base plus 34c loudspeaker van in
grey and black
£30-40*
A Dinky 486 Dinky Beats Morris Oxford
£20-30*
A Dinky 148 Ford Fairline in pea green, 143 Aston
Martin in turquoise and 162 Triumph 1300 £40-60*
A boxed Mettoy Perfect Typewriter
£20-30*
Various Hornby 0 gauge rolling stock, track and
signals
£20-40*
A wooden model galleon
£40-60*

*THIS LOT IS SUBJECT TO 17% COMMISSION PLUS VAT. PLEASE READ OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

TO BE SOLD THURSDAY 30TH NOVEMBER
COLLECTABLES
Lots 501 – 661
501
502

503

504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518

Various LP's and singles, mainly jazz and soul
£40-60*
Various Gt Yarmouth and other ephemera
including tape with signed Wilfred Pickies card
£30-40*
Various postcards in albums and loose including
three signed Archers characters, Anna Neagle
and Ann Todd
£50-70*
A case containing Quintons and Tuck Oilette
postcards, approx 280
£50-70*
Various stamps, loose and in albums
£20-40*
Various coinage, collectors tins, boxes etc £20-40*
Zandra Rhodes screen print, two advertising
posters and a photo
£30-50*
Various cigarette and tea cards etc
£20-40*
Various stamps in albums and loose
£20-40*
Various cigarette cards in albums and loose
£20-40*
A large quantity of GB and other mainly definitive
stamps
£40-60*
A stamp album and loose stamps including penny
reds and QE2 Pitcairn Islands cover
£30-40*
A signed Harry Worth photo, postcards, stamps
and ephemera
£30-40*
Various coins including 1667 Norwich farthing
pendant
£20-40*
Two cards of various continental stick pins £20-40*
A Victorian album of Carte de Visite and cabinet
photos
£20-40*
A set of 1976 trade plates, 953 BJ
£20-30*
A signed and inscribed Marie Lloyd photo 1898,
12" x 7"
£30-50*

524
525

526
527
528
529
530

531

532
533
534

535
536

537
538
539
540
541
542

519

520
521
522

Framed cigarette card sets, Players Cries of
London plus Wills Flowering Trees and Shrubs
£20-30*
A framed Kathy Kirby disc, Secret Love plus four
photos, two signed
£40-60*
A Cilla Black photo signed 'Luv Cilla xx'
£20-40*
An early German album of stamps including GB
block of 14 penny red imperfs, 1883 half crown,
5 and 10 shillings, 1902 5 and 10 shillings plus
other early world stamps
£100-150*

543
544
545
546

547
548
549
550

523

551
552

Two albums of postcards, social history and
maps, approx 171
£30-50*
An album of postcards of Suffolk and Norfolk,
approx 240
£50-70*

Two albums of sport postcards, approx 136
£50-70*
Two albums of postcards, chimney sweeps,
smoking and religion, approx 124
£30-50*
An album of Yorkshire postcards, approx 125
£30-50*
Fifty six various novelty, hold to light and
topographical postcards
£40-60*
Twenty two postcards, early transport including
trams, motorcycles, Leytonstone and Northgate
Statione etc
£20-40*
Twenty five various telephone related postcards
£30-40*
Thirty eight various post related and stamp cards
£30-50*
Sixteen various football and cricket cards
including R.P. teams etc
£20-30*
Seven early aviation postcards including R.P.
Gotha, Nulli Secundus The British Army Airship
etc
£30-40*
Two stamp albums and contents
£30-50*
Various commemorative medallions, coin sets
plus an album of coins including 1798 Anglesey
Mines 1/2 penny
£20-40*
Two albums of topographical and other postcards
including four railway cards
£50-70*
An album of theatrical postcards
£30-50*
A Victorian photo album of photos plus one other
(empty)
£20-40*
Two imperf 2 pence blues, penny reds on blued
paper plus other stamps
£20-40*
No Lot
A painted aluminium sign, The Sporting Life
Racing Authority, 30" x 20"
£45-60*
No Lot
Various packs of Saddam Hussein playing cards
£40-60*
A Yul Brynner autographed picture with letter plus
three other photos including Patsy Kensit £30-40*
Various signed photos including Michael Bak,
Elisabeth Welch, Palladium programme etc
£20-30*
A stamp album and contents
£20-30*
Various singles, 1960's-80's
£20-30*
A Brasso metal polish enamel sign (as found)
£20-30*
A collection of central and east European stamps
mint and used including blocks, a wide range in
keep books and loose (two boxes)
£50-70*
Muratti and other cigarette cards silks
£20-30*
Various Royalty items, cigarette and trade cards,
postcards, ephemera etc
£20-40*

An album of postcards, 32 silhouettes plus 15
write away
£40-60*
*THIS LOT IS SUBJECT TO 17% COMMISSION PLUS VAT. PLEASE READ OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

553

554

555
556
557
558

559

560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569

570
571
572
573
574

575
576
577
578
579

580
581
582
583

Various coins etc including 1939 Canada dollar,
hammered silver short cross penny and Acme Boy
Scouts whistle
£30-40*
Various foreign banknotes including German
inflationary, Japanese Occupation and Russian
Pre-Revolutionary
£40-60*
Various vintage playing cards plus various carded
medallions
£20-30*
Various framed and unframed photos including
military
£20-30*
Various GB and foreign postcards
£20-40*
An album of postcards including actresses
(many Gladys Cooper) and French war damage
£40-60*
An album of postcards including actresses,
topographical including R.P. Richmond Royal
Horse Show
£40-60*
An album of postcards including French
topographical
£50-70*
Kensitas silk flowers, Lawson wood postcards etc
£20-40*
Various volumes on pottery, porcelain and glass
£20-40*
Various cigarette cards in albums and packets
£20-40*
An enamel Wills Gold Flake sign, 36" x 24"£40-60*
An enamel Park Drive Cigarettes sign, 30" x 20"
£30-50*
An enamel Wild Woodbine sign, 36" x 24" £40-60*
An A.W.Butcher & Sons cameo plate camera and
tripod
£20-40*
Various GB and foreign coins and banknotes etc
£30-40*
A photo of Phil Read at Silverstone 1973 and
BSA, Triumph and Morris Commercial Motor
manuals
£20-30*
Wix Henry and other cigarette and trade cards
£20-30*
Postcards to include bathing belles, glamour,
nudes etc
£60-80*
Various Ian Allen and other railway books etc
£20-40*
A large quantity of railway slides, negatives and
associated notebooks (four boxes)
£30-50*
A large quantity of professional standard railway
photos of diesel and electric locos, stations, signal
boxes and platform equipment (six boxes) £70-90*
Various professional standard and other photos of
steam locos
£40-60*
Jackson Pollock Albright-Knox Gallery Buffalo
poster, two others plus a few singles
£20-30*
Various GB stamps and album leaves
£20-30*
Various cigarette and tea cards and stamps
£20-30*
A large album of postcards including Rotary Scott
Memorial, Chatham Naval Barracks, hop pickers,
actors and actresses
£100-150*
Various costume dolls, soap animals and
Observers books
£20-30*
Four American car license plates, long chrome air
horn plus a Sharp car radio
£30-40*
A Manchester United football
£20-30*
An album of St Helena and Norfolk Island stamps,
mainly mint
£70-90*

584
585

586
587
588
589
590
591
592

593

594
595

596
597
598

599
600

601
602
603
604
605

606

An album of Cook Island stamps, mainly mint
£30-50*
Three albums of GB stamps, Victoria to QE2
including mainly mint blocks
£140-160*

Three albums of thematic world stamps £60-80*
Two albums of Australian stamps
£60-80*
Fifteen albums of first day covers
£130-150*
Two albums of postcards and photos
£50-70*
Various Alderny and world stamps
£40-60*
An album of Trinidad and Tobago stamps, 19th
and 20th Century
£50-70*
Cased Danbury mint commemorative medallions
and covers plus other commemorative medallions
£30-40*
Various Commonwealth crowns and other coins
including two Roman
£20-40*
A case of coins and medallions to include 1889,
1951, 1953 crowns, 1880 US dollar etc
£30-50*
A Day of the Concorde medallion, silver House of
Windsor Coronation stamps plus one other silver
medallion and a copy of Marie Theresa Thaler and
Lusitania medal
£20-40*
A coin album containing twenty one 2 pound
coins, various 50p coins and 5 pound
£45-60*
A coin album of British and foreign coins, some
silver
£40-60*
A coin album of GB base metal coinage William IV
onwards including Victorian model penny, some
silver 3 pence pieces, 6 pence's and shillings
£60-80*
A coin case containing 2 and 5 pound coins and
commemorative
£20-40*
A coin album containing GB florins, half crowns,
Victoria to Elizabeth, also sixteen 1 pound and
sixteen 2 pound coins plus various foreign white
metal coinage
£120-180*
Five albums of Royal Mail first day covers etc,
1980's and 90's
£60-80*
Two albums of Royal Mail presentation packs
including coin and medallion items
£60-80*
Three albums of Royal Mail presentation packs
£70-90*
Various unopened Royal Mail special stamps
1980's plus two Swedish books
£80-120*
A Robins Starch enamel sign with central robin,
28" x 20"
£100-150*

A Reckitts blue enamel sign, 23" x 38"

£80-120*

*THIS LOT IS SUBJECT TO 17% COMMISSION PLUS VAT. PLEASE READ OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

607
608
609
610
611
612
613

A Blue Cross Tea enamel sign, 36" x 12" £40-60*
A large Liptons Tea enamel sign, 35" x 96"
£70-100*
A J.A.P. model three single cylinder stationary
engine, No.4079 plus a petrol tank
£50-100*
Various live steam items plus 0 gage track £30-50*
A Century 1/8th HP air compressor
£20-40*
Various tea and a few cigarette cards
£10-20*
A Greene King ceramic plaque by Carter Tiles,
Poole, 23" x 15"
£230-250*

635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643

644
614
615
616

617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632

Various LP's, 78's and singles including Rod
Steward, Queen, Beatles etc (three bags) £50-70*
A box of mixed world coinage
£50-70*
A case containing set and part sets of cigarette
and trade cards in Old Time and makers albums
£30-50*
Various cigarette and trade cards in tins and loose
£40-60*
Various stamps, loose, on cover and albums plus
a box of jigsaws
£30-40*
A box of various cigarette cards
£40-60*
Cigarette card silks including Kenstas flowers
£40-60*
Wills Capstan Bakelite dominoes in branded tin
£20-30*
Eighteen Pirelli calendars, 1980's onwards£50-80*
WITHDRAWN
Various 1960's single and 70's albums
(four boxes)
£70-100*
Cased and other coins plus commemorative and a
few banknotes
£20-40*
Silver coinage to include US 1881, 1921 and 1922
dollars, silver 3 pence pieces etc
£40-60*
Framed autographs, cast of radio series The Navy
Lark, 1961
£20-40*
A box of mixed ephemera
£20-40*
A box of Victorian and later photographs £20-40*
A box of cigarette cards
£20-30*
A box of pre-war invoices, some illustrated £20-40*
An album of Beccles postcards including R.P
Station Road, early Market Place views, Post
Office, the Leggetonians Concert Party, river
views plus a few Great Eastern railway tickets
£100-150*

645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652

653

654
655

656
657

Various Beccles memorabilia including 1796
medallion, Ward and Lawrence bottles etc £20-40*
A wooden case containing GB and foreign cased
coin sets
£40-60*
A wooden case containing GB coin sets in folders
£40-60*
Two wooden cases containing GB and foreign
coins including silver
£70-100*
Cased GB coins, mainly silver, 1911 onwards
£120-180*
Cased GB coins sets, 1910 onwards
£80-120*
A cased 1887 Jubilee coinage 3 pence to crown
£20-40*
Six cased US silver dollars, 1882 onwards £40-60*
Various GB and foreign coins including silver and
Coventry 1/2 penny 1792, Victorian model penny
etc
£50-70*
A Victorian Family Bible plus other volumes
£20-40*
A large quantity of kiloware, stamps on cover etc
£30-50*
A large quantity of stamps in albums, keep books
etc
£70-100*
Three albums of first day covers
£20-40*
Albums of stamps including United States,
Poland, Spain plus other world subjects £80-120*
Two albums of GB stamps including 19th Century
£30-50*
Two keep books of commonwealth stamps
including early issues
£70-100*
The Royal Mint, The 2009 UK Kew Gardens 50p
brilliant uncirculated coin
£40-60*
The Royal Mint, Royal Mail 'Kew Gardens 250'
50p 2009 coin cover celebrating the 250th
Anniversary of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew,
No.08176
£60-80*

The Royal Mint 2009 United Kingdom brilliant
uncirculated coin collection including the Kew
Gardens 50p
£40-60*
A selection of commemorative £5 coins, crowns
and special edition £2 coins etc
£40-50*
A 9ct gold Queen Mother one crown in
commemoration of her 80th birthday, 1980
£50-70*
A 1980 gold sovereign in case
£180-220*
An album containing twenty five early aviation RP
postcards including London to Paris service,
Sopwith Snipe, Handley Page, Farman Goliath
(2), DH9R, Siddley Siskin No.1 Cranwell, Bat
Bantam, Westland Walrus (2), Sopwith Cuckoo,
Goshawk, Bristol, DH10, Vickers Vimy (2), Jazz
bus, aerial pageant plus a few military cards
£150-200*
Various GB and foreign coins and banknotes
£20-30*
A quantity of various phone cards
£20-30*
Ten US Olympic silver dollars
£60-80*
Ten US Olympic silver dollars
£60-80*

658
A case containing a wide variety of photos and
ephemera of Beccles including Mount Studio
659
photos
£70-100*
660
634 Various Beccles pictures including signed Joe
661
Crowfoot photos
£30-50*
*THIS LOT IS SUBJECT TO 17% COMMISSION PLUS VAT. PLEASE READ OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
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TO BE SOLD FRIDAY 1ST DECEMBER
MILITARIA, MEDALS, AIR GUNS,
SPORTING GUNS, FIREARMS ETC
Lots 1001 – 1356
REPRODUCTIONS
Owing to the large number of Third Reich and
other uniforms and accoutrements being used for
films, television and plays, it becomes
increasingly difficult to ascertain the authenticity
of certain pieces. We catalogue all items as seen,
and offer no guarantee as to their authenticity.
The terms ‘bronze’, ‘silver’ and ‘gold’ refer to the
grades in which medals, badges, etc., were
awarded and not to their composition.

1014 A rare USA Marine Corps early patt
shooting/target practice jacket
£60-90*
1015 An Officers RA uniform
£50-70*
1016 A British D.P.M. Combat smock, size 180 x 96
£10-20*
1017 A USA fire fighters jacket and trousers
£20-30*
1018 A box of military related books
£10-20*
1019 A Royal Artillery wool work picture plus eight
Suffolk at lecture photo prints
£20-30*
1019AA watercolour 'H.M.S. Fitzroy' by W.A.Richards,
signed lower right, framed and glazed and with
some research
£70-100*

Items described as (PATTERN) are an example of
the described item with no guarantee of age or
authenticity.
Please note all post 1939 air guns can only be
shipped by licenced couriers to a registered
Firearms Dealer and not a private address.
1001 A number one blue press uniform with 'The
Queens own Hussars Insignia' with two frock
coats and a tin hat box
£30-50*
1002 A selection of R.A.F. uniforms including R.A.F.
Regiment (Suez Canal crisis) examples, together
with related print, framed and glazed
£30-50*
1003 A military suitcase 'dated 1975' containing military
head wear including a cap for a Brigadier and a
pair of black George boots (size 8)
£60-90*
1004 A mixed Lot of post war military clothing including
a S6 respirator and case
£30-40*
1005 A number two dress uniform with insignia for a
Colonel, marked Tailored for V Major Mortimer,
complete with cap, gloves and named Sam Brown
with sword frog
£70-100*

1006 A WWII era (dated Sept 1939) leather jerkin
£40-60*
1007 A collection of military peaked caps, tin hats etc
£40-50*
1008 A 'back pack' together with various webbing etc
£20-30*
1009 A collection of military clothing etc including a
modern helmet and D.P.M items
£20-40*
1010 A Suffolk Fire Brigade Firemans jacket
£20-30*
1011 A Russian Budyonovka Red Cavalry hat £40-50*
1012 A 1946 dated No.2 dress jacket with Royal
Engineers buttons and insignia
£40-50*
1013 A USA WWII Army raincoat
£30-40*

1020 A rare garden party napkin, re Bungay
Detachment 2nd Volunteer Battalion Norfolk
Regiment
£20-30*
1021 A WWI Discharge Certificate to 78433 Sgt Hough
Mac Queen Tank Corps, having previously served
in the Cycle Corps Suffolk Regt (framed but glass
as found)
£20-30*
1022 A WWI era (dated 1916) Royal Artillery wool work
picture with Egypt interest, with two 'foil' military
badges and a vintage Union flag
£40-60*
1022AA book of fifteen Crimean War related lithographs
by Lieut Col H.L.Warne, published by Dickinson
Bros circa 1856, together with six larger Crimean
lithographs (some mounted)
£80-120*
1023 Certificate of Service for Trooper Byron 19011908 'The Imperial Yeomanry', framed and glazed
£20-30*
1024 A group of eight medals, WWI and WWII to
M.33701 R.Newman R.N. consisting of WWI pair,
N.G.S.M. with Palestine 1936-1939 clasp, 19391945 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence and War medal,
with Royal Naval L.S. and G.C. medal £250-350*
1025 A group of five WWII medal to L.Cpl N.Kay M.I.D.
R.A.S.C., three Stars including Africa with 8th
Army clasp, with War and Defence medals, also
including Battle of Dunkirk 1940 Commemorative
medal (with slip) and copy of Gazette August 1944
£80-120*
1026 A group of five medals to 5246 Cpl W.Brooks
Middlesex Regt, Q.S.A. with five clasps
(re-named) K.S.A. with 1901 and 1902 clasps,
WWI pair and L.S. and G.C. medal , with a
quantity of research etc
£300-400*

1027 A M.M. (PATTERN) group of six attributed to
L.SGT L.V.Lindsay 10th Hussars with research
etc
£120-180*
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1028 A B.E.M. (PATTERN) group of six attributed to
1067092 CPL Richard.L.Evans R.A.F.V.R.£50-80*
1029 An important father and son group of medals,
WWI pair to 880479 Pte R.Carlier 10-Lond-R with
research etc and his son 5835317 Pte Leonard
Thomas Carlier, Army Air Corps (Parachute Reft)
group of six including Italy and Africa Stars,
Leonard Carlier was later in Stalag 11B after
being taken P.O.W at Arnhem, September 1944
with research, Arnhem books etc and personal
items including parachute insignia etc, a fine
historical Lot
£450-600*

1029AA WWI 1914/15 Star trio to Major J.Marchant
A.P.D. with other family medal groups and
associated items, a WWI 1914/15 Star trio to Mid
M.Marchant R.N. (son), a WWII War medal and a
G.S.M. with Palestine 1945-48 clasp to 442734
Cpl J.P.Marchant R.E.M.E (nephew), a four draw
brass telescope marked J.Marchant 1856, a
photograph of Major Marchant (then Captain) on
his horse in full uniform R.M.L.I., with his sword,
which is also included with this Lot, being a
Victorian model 1895 Officers sword with family
inscriptions, finally a presentation swagger stick
with silver gilt pommel and inscribed collar to
Captain J.Marchant on his resigning his command
11th March 1903
£550-700*
1030 A group of four medals, G.S.M. with Northern
Island clasp named to 24351137 Pte G.M.Pearce
R.Anglian, U.N. medal, the Gulf medal with 16 Jan
to 28 Feb 1991 clasp and L.S.G.C. medal, both to
24351137 Cpl G.M.Pearce R.C.T.
£200-300*

1031 A mixed Lot including WWI era silver O.B.E.
badge and a 1916 dated shell case etc £70-100*
1032 A box of mainly military related books
£10-20*
1033 Three boxes of military related books and DVD's
etc
£30-40*
1033AA collection of aviation themed prints
£20-30*
1034 Seven boxes of military related books
£50-80*
1035 WWI Victory medal and silver wound badge
together with a collection of British (PATTERN)
medals in collectors album
£40-60*
1036 George V Imperial Service medal in case of issue,
issued to William Clowes
£80-120*

1037 WWII German (PATTERN) Flak badge with
makers mark
£40-60*
1038 WWI German (PATTERN) Assault badge £40-60*
1039 WWI Casualty group to Charles Alfred Barrett of
the 2nd Battalion Hampshire Regiment, killed in
action 26th September 1943 in Italy, this Lot
includes 1939-45 star, Italy Africa star, Italy star,
Defence medal, 1939-45 War medal, Casualty
notification slip and gratuity slip, war graves
details etc
£100-140*
1040 Various cap and shoulder badges
£20-30*
1041 A selection of WWII German (PATTERN) badges
and medals
£50-70*
1042 Twelve various world medals
£40-60*
1043 A display case of German (PATTERN) medals,
badges and insignia
£40-60*
1044 WWII German (PATTERN) Pilots badge in display
case
£60-80*
1045 Pair Norfolk Regiment, Gurkha brass picture
frames
£20-30*
1046 Military sweetheart and enamel badges £20-30*
1047 Post war R.A.F. beret, badges, model Spitfire and
Battle of Britain ephemera
£20-30*
1048 A pair of decorative Flintlock pistols with powder
flask etc
£20-30*
1049 A collection of various dials/instruments, some
Government issue
£30-50*
1050 A selection of American Civil War related
ephemera, postcards, patriotic envelopes and
1960's commemorative postcards etc
£30-40*
1051 A German gas mask with bag and accessories kit
mounted on board for display
£20-30*
1052 Flying Flea aircraft dashboard and screen £40-50*
1053 A mixed Lot including tin helmet marked Police,
torch etc
£20-30*
1054 A Madsen machine gun, leather magazine pouch
with carry strap together with a quantity of canvas
bags
£30-40*
1055 A WWII era painting of an R.A.F. Officer, signed
upper right 'Meadows 43', framed and glazed,
30 1/2" x 21"
£60-90*

1056 A WWI 1914/15 trio to 26873 Gnr.W.Boltwood
R.G.A. with various cloth shoulder insignia and a
Grenadier Guards paperweight
£70-100*

1057 A mixed Lot including badges, buttons, insignia,
cartridge cases with various lead bars plus a
1914/15 Star to E.S.3727 W.W.Sparks ENGN
R.N.R.
£30-40*
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1058 A set of five 'French' military prints, framed and
glazed
£40-50*
1059 A good Sam Browne
£20-30*
1060 Three items of military uniforms including a USA
jacket with ingisnia
£30-40*
1061 A box of gun/shooting related books
£10-20*
1062 A British D.P.M. combat smock with tank suit
(1952) and a sealed N.B.C. smock
£30-40*
1063 A large quantity of military related clothing,
helmets, webbing etc
£40-60*
1063AA military suitcase 'dated 1968' together with a
smaller case
£20-30*
1064 A mixed Lot including WWII medals and a silver
A.R.P. badge
£40-60*
1065 A mixed Lot of badges and insignia etc including
Royal Artillery helmet plate and silver sweetheart
brooch
£30-40*
1066 A mixed Lot including a pair of 'Trench Art'
ashtrays and a Middlesex Regt sweetheart brooch
£30-40*
1067 Two helmets, one British the other Swiss £30-40*
1068 A German (PATTERN) Officers peaked cap
£200-250*
1069 Two sets of military related cigarette cards.
framed and glazed
£20-30*
1070 A large collection of Russian badges and insignia
displayed within a custom glazed case £120-160*

1071 A magnificent collection of mainly British military
badges and insignia including many rare
examples, housed within a custom made glazed
display case
£400-600*

1080 A QSA Casualty medal with clasp CC to 4310 Pte
C.R.Board 9th Lancers, died 25.12.1899 of
dysentery, comes with research
£140-180*
1081 A group of six medals consisting of Queens Korea
Un Korea, GSM Cyprus and the commemorative
medals with matching miniatures and a good
selection of original service documents, photos,
badges etc, all to 22296943 Sgt Derek John Smith
Royal Signals, later became a Councillor for
Colchester
£220-280*
1082 1939 45 Star, F&G Star, Defence and War medals
with Korea and Un Korea medals with Canadian
WWII Service medal to T/22248742 Cpl
J.Larocque RASC, all mounted for wearing
£170-230*
1083 Military buttons and brass shoulder titles WWI and
WWII, mounted on four cards for display£170-200*
1084 A large collection of mostly military cloth insignia
badges etc
£50-70*
1085 RAF WWII group comprising of 1939-45 Star,
Burma Star, Defence and War medals with ERII
RAF Long Service medal, all mounted for wearing
to 12375498 Sgt A.F.Parker RAF, comes with
RAF certificate of service book selection of service
documents, photos, two albums
£140-180*
1086 A German K98 rifle cleaning kit tin, dated 1938
and maker marked
£30-40*
1087 A WWII era compass dated 1939 with its 1941
webbing pouch
£30-40*
1088 A military style compass
£20-30*
1089 A military pocket watch marked GS TP 199822 in
protective case
£30-40*
1090 A vintage copper powder flask by Dixon
(unusual size)
£40-60*
1091 A cast aluminium Victory bell
£30-40*
1092 A Lloyds San Toy cigarette tin containing military
badges etc
£20-30*
1093 A glass ink/pen stand with white metal top
inscribed I.A.R.H.C. (Inter-Allied Rhineland High
Commission) Coblence March 1921
£50-70*
1094 A cast iron model of a cannon of wooden plinth
with cannon balls and encasement
£40-60*
1095 A vintage Police truncheon with leather wrist
strap, base stamped 'Suffolk Police'
£30-40*
1096 A Victorian brass four draw telescope with brass
plaque, marked J.W.Steward 406 & 457 Strand
London, The Lord Bury Telescope No.5446
£120-180*
1097 A 19th Century percussion Volunteer military
musket, signed lock with military proof marks
£220-300*
1098 A 19th Century Belgium made Flintlock military
musket
£280-360*
1099 A 19th Century Indian match lock rampart gun
£70-100*
1100 An Umarex CPS Sport .177 CO2 air pistol,
S/No.J064434723, as a post 1939 air weapon the
restrictions of the Crime Reduction Act apply to
the sale and delivery of this item
£40-50*
1101 An Unarex Legend C96 BB CO2 air pistol,
S/No.1502665 'as new' and boxed, as a post 1939
air weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£40-60*

1072 A German (PATTERN) 'Afrika Korps' belt and
buckle
£30-40*
1073 A WWI 1914/15 Star trio to 1387 Pte W.J.Gray
R.Fus. with thirteen silver sports medallions, most
to W.J.Gray and other medallions
£150-200*
1074 A military related photograph album with many
Royal Navy, ships, plates etc featured
£40-60*
1075 An early 20th/late 19th Century military leather
belt with snake clasp
£100-140*
1076 A post war (dated 1952) battle dress blouse with a
side cap and a peaked cap
£30-40*
1077 A Bergan containing a desert camo tactical vest
etc
£30-40*
1078 A German WWII (PATTERN) medals, cloth
badges, dagger, hanger, SS cuff title etc£120-160*
1079 A WWII Royal Naval group of seven the GRVI
Naval Long Service medal named to J.106851
J.W.F.Caban AB HMS Drake
£120-160*
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1102 An El Game Centre .177 air pistol, this is a L/H
model in original box with rod and pellets, as a
post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of the Crime
Reduction Act apply to the sale and delivery of
this item
£40-50*
1103 An A.G.S. Wesson .177 CO2 revolver,
S/No.15G721133 in custom hard case with six
spare cartridges in speedwader, CO2 cylinders
and pellets, in 'as new' condition, as a post 1939
air weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£50-80*
1104 A Haenel Mod 26 air pistol with a Diana Mod 2
and a Diana Mod IV, as a post 1939 air weapon
the restrictions of the Crime Reduction Act apply
to the sale and delivery of this item
£40-50*
1105 A Skif A-3000 C02 .177 (BB) air pistol, as a post
1939 air weapon the restrictions of the Crime
Reduction Act apply to the sale and delivery of
this item
£30-40*
1106 A replica Colt model 1860 together with a sheath
knife
£20-30*
1107 A good quality 'Italian made' replica of a Colt Navy
revolver, this example has 9mm/.380 blank firing
capabilities
£100-150*

1108 A fine inert replica of a Remington 1858 Army
percussion revolver with brass frame
£50-70*
1109 An inert replica of a Colt Walker Dragoon
percussion revolver, S/No.68337 with engraved
cylinder and address on top flat, a collectors
quality example of this classic Colt
£100-150*
1110 A blank firing (9mm/.380) replica of a Colt .45
peacemaker revolver by Adler (Italy) complete
with Western leather rig and inert rounds
£150-200*
1111 A replica of a Winchester model 1873
(metal with wood furniture)
£40-50*
1112 Five plastic models of Colt revolvers with a
Winchester and a Kentucky rifle (both plastic)
£30-40*
1113 A 'tin trunk' marked to Cpt M.D.Payne
£20-30*
1114 Two replica pistols (one as found)
£30-40*
1115 A 'Marui' Glock style air pistol with two magazines,
as a post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of the
Crime Reduction Act apply to the sale and
delivery of this item
£30-40*
1116 A mid 19th Century percussion pocket pistol with
bag shaped grip (action as found)
£30-40*
1117 A Webley/Bently type five shot percussion
revolver of approx 60 bore, top flat marked 'Patent
Double Action' Richards, Regent St, London
£300-450*

1118 A Bently type five shot percussion revolver of
approx 80 bore, top flat marked William Lee, 9
Court, Lancaster St, Birmingham
£230-300*

1119 An early Victorian 'muff' pistol, overall 5" with
a 2" turnoff barrel, hammer bar marked
Allens-Patent with barrel numbered 21 £200-280*

1120 A continental double barrel (side-by-side)
Flintlock pistol, approx 7 1/4" overall with 2 3/4"
barrels of approx 90 bore, some restoration and
replacement parts
£200-300*

1121 A Colt model 1851 Navy revolver, Italian replica
deactivated with new E.U.Cert
£80-120*
1122 A USA Forehand Arms .32 cal revolver
deactivated with new E.U. Cert
£50-70*
1123 A USA Harrington & Richardson .22 cal revolver
deactivated with new E.U. Cert
£60-80*
1124 A 19th Century pin fire pocket revolver £90-130*
1125 A replica Colt 45 complete with leather rig and
western buckle
£35-45*
1126 German badges, medal, German Kriegsmarine
Naval flag, German booklets, documents etc
£120-180*
1127 A Flintlock pocket pistol by 'Raper' Leeds
(1823-37), 6" overall with 1 1/2" barrel, two stage
action with slide safety, working well (trigger as
found)
£150-220*
1128 A Flintlock pistol marked 'Dudley', 8" overall with
2 3/4" turnoff barrel (working but action weak)
£140-200*
1129 An ethnic spear and a hardwood carved staff
£40-60*
1130 A Victorian stone crossbow with built-in loading
lever, some old repairs (as found)
£100-150*
1131 Two WWI shell cases dated 1917/1918
£20-30*
1132 A mixed Lot of ten brass shell cases including two
German '1915' examples, together with two
'battlefield found' shells
£50-70*
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1133 A pair of Trench Art foliate embossed brass shell
case vases, one inscribed 'Lorraine' the other
'Alsace', both dated 1918, 13 3/4" high
£40-60*
1134 A bespoke rifle rack for eight items
£30-40*
1135 A mixed Lot two stained pine chairs with German
Eagle and Swastika stamp to base, a Spitfire
(PATTERN) control panel and military style Coat
of Arms on panel
£60-90*
1136 A set of Enfield No.4 rifle woodwork including
stock, butt etc with three sten gun magazines
£40-50*
1137 A Springfield Armory 10x56 mil pot government
model telescopic sight 'as new' in an unassociated
box
£70-100*
1138 Two vintage German Army 'pony fur' backpacks
(Tornister), two various models
£60-90*
1139 A copper and brass bugle marked Taylors Music
Co (Pty) Ltd Capetown
£30-40*

1140 A box of military hats
£50-70*
1141 A box containing a selection of Trench Art vases,
tobacco jars etc
£50-80*
1142 A German WWII (PATTERN) flag pole top, an
NSDAP Party flag, 1944 marked map of Germany
and a German WWII (PATTERN) Red Cross
sachet
£100-140*
1143 A German WWI stick grenade, all original but
head refinished
£80-100*
1144 No Lot
1145 Two German WWII (PATTERN) flags, both
stamped to the lanyards
£70-100*
1146 A German WWI (PATTERN) egg grenade with
friction fuse, deactivated
£40-60*
1147 A French WWI (PATTERN) Citren Fogn hand
grenade with fuse (deactivated)
£40-60*
1148 An RFC (PATTERN) Officers side hat, a set of
RFC pilots wings and shoulder title, flying helmet
with RFC group photo of various pilots in front of
possibly an SES aircraft reputedly with canvas
covering from the aircraft (sold as seen) £240-300*
1149 Swagger sticks, two silver presentation examples
both engraved Spr /L Cpl A.V.Baxter, highest drill
attendance 1931 and 1935 108th E & M Co Re
Maldon Section
£90-130*

1153 Russian scarce 1st model helmet
£80-120*
1154 A German WWII relic Luftwaffe helmet with
original lining and traces of blue paint and
Luftwaffe decal
£50-70*
1155 A German WWII Luffschuz Civil Defence helmet,
complete with lining and chin strap using a
captured Czech helmet
£90-130*
1156 A German WWII Lufftschuz Civil Defence Gladeas
type helmet, complete with lining and chin strap
£90-130*
1157 A box of mixed military ephemera soldiers service
books etc
£50-70*
1158 A Third Reich era S.S. belt buckle and leather belt
£70-100*

1159 A quantity of various lanyards
£20-30*
1160 A pocket sized game record book issued by 'The
E.C. Powder Co Ltd' with an I.C.I. rifle league
medallion marked 1962-63 Division 2 Runners-up
Kynoch B
£40-60*
1161 A brass compass (marked London 1941) within a
leather case
£30-40*
1162 A Household Cavalry badges pouch with buff
shoulder belt and an unusual swagger stick
£50-70*
1163 A pair of '1940 dated' military binoculars with case
£20-30*
1164 A leather covered powder flask (by Bartrum & Co)
with a leather shot flask
£40-60*
1165 A quantity of lapel badges etc including a
M.O.T.H. example (Memorable Order of the Tin
Hat)
£20-30*
1166 A WWI era small tablecloth crafted from cigarette
silks
£30-40*

1167 A tobacco tin containing military related buttons,
badges and a WWI medal
£20-30*
1168 A pair of WWII (dated 1943) No.2 MKIII binoculars
with a 1940 dated canvas case
£40-50*
1169 A fine quality leather Western style gun rig £20-30*
1170 A large vintage 'sewn' Union flag, approx
3ft 6" x 7ft 5"
£40-60*
1171 Two military compasses with another
£30-40*
1172 A mixed Lot including R.A.F. Regiment cloth
shoulder titles, buttons etc
£20-30*
1173 A mixed Lot including No.6 Commando cloth
shoulder titles, Commando Association newsletter
1150 A WWI French and English hand grenades,
and other related items
£40-60*
cannon rounds etc
£60-80*
1174 A 'wartime tension saw', 1944 dated entrenching
1151 A mixed Lot of military related items including
tool head and a hammer
£20-30*
plaques, pictures, stable belts etc
£30-40*
1175 A scarce WWII RN mine sweeping torpedo float
1152 German WWI metal Ersatz Pickelhaube, no lining
used for cutting mine cables (reputed to have
(as found)
£130-180*
come from HMS Europa Lowestoft)
£50-70*
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1176 Two cannon balls
£30-40*
1177 A Nimrod MRA4 mission crew seat by MartinBaker, complete with harness etc
£200-300*

1178 Four various military related boxes including a
.303 ammunitions box,
£30-40*
1179 A British D.P.M. Bergan with vest and pouches
together with leather belt pouch
£40-50*
1180 A WWII era (dated 1942) 'instrument' tripod stand
£50-70*
1181 A WWII dated 25lb shell case with cut down 12lb
example
£20-30*
1182 A WWI era par of binoculars in leather case,
named and dated Oct 1906
£30-40*
1183 A small 'Campain' stove and pot set within its
leather case (case as found)
£30-40*
1184 A brass cigarette case marked 'Light-Division'
Andenken an das Rheinland with unmarked
matching tobacco box
£30-40*

1185 A pair of 'Trench Art' decorative knives marked
'Souvenir of France'
£20-30*
1186 A swagger stick, badged to 'The Suffolk Regiment'
£30-40*
1187 A WWII Mills No.5 MKI hand grenade, deactivated
£80-100*
1188 A WWI (dated 1915) Verners compass in 1915
dated Brooks & Co Ltd leather case, both in
excellent condition
£50-70*
1189 A British Enfield (No.4T) WWII era snipers scope
No.32 MKI by H.M.B. Co Regd No.5386£250-350*

1195 A Jaeger Le Coultre military gentleman's
wristwatch with black dial (maker marked with
broad arrow), back of case marked 287174,
W.W.W. F16522 and broad arrow
£800-1200*

1195AA WWI era 9ct gold ring with internal inscription
'Lt R.C.Gibson 1-2-17 Ypres'
£70-100*

1196 A 2mm pinfire Berloque pistol complete on its key
ring in original box with blanks and rod
£40-60*
1197 A bust depicting a WWII era R.A.F. aircrew
member on an R.A.F. badged plinth
£40-60*
1198 A military leather holster for a .38 revolver with a
leather covered swagger stick
£40-50*
1199 A mixed Lot of WWII era aircraft identification
ephemera including books, card and National
Association of Spotters Clubs certificates etc
£40-60*
1200 A B.S.A. Meteor MkI .22 air rifle, S/No.T4796 with
Bentley 4x20 scope (stock as found), as a post
1939 air weapon the restrictions of the Crime
Reduction Act apply to the sale and delivery of
this item
£30-40*
1201 A Millard/Diana series 70 model 79 .22 air rifle
N.V.N with a Westlake .22 air rifle with sound
moderator, as a post 1939 air weapon the
restrictions of the Crime Reduction Act apply to
the sale and delivery of this item
£40-60*
1202 An ASI Paratrooper Repeater .177 air rifle with a
B.S.A. Buccaneer (marked B.S.A. Scorpion) .22
air rifle (both as found), as a post 1939 air weapon
the restrictions of the Crime Reduction Act apply
to the sale and delivery of this item
£30-40*
1203 A Webley Ranger .177 air rifle with a Webley
Falcon .22 air rifle, as a post 1939 air weapon the
restrictions of the Crime Reduction Act apply to
the sale and delivery of this item
£30-40*
1204 A B.S.A. Meteor MK V air rifle with an ASI 4x20 in
original B.S.A. matching numbered box, as a post
1939 air weapon the restrictions of the Crime
Reduction Act apply to the sale and delivery of
this item
£40-60*
1205 An El Gamo .22 U/L air rifle, S/No.1593910 with a
Milbro Mod 16 .177 air rifle, as a post 1939 air
weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£30-40*
1206 A B.S.A. Cadet Major air rifle, S/No.CA40857
(1949-55) with another, S/No.CC02471 (1955-62),
as a post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of the
Crime Reduction Act apply to the sale and
delivery of this item
£50-70*

1190 A Red Cross WWI money box in the form of a
shell marked with cross and 1914-1918 £40-60*
1191 A WWI era 'crested china' model of an armoured
car, by Shelley with Dawlish crest
£30-50*
1192 A bi-metal miniature Imperial German 'Garde du
Corps' helmet, mounted on rectangular metal
plinth
£40-60*
1193 A German (PATTERN) M.G.42 Spider sight with a
pair of post war M.G.42 grips
£30-40*
1194 A Vintage 'medical instrument' roll with some
contents and a vintage cloth head cover/helmet
£40-50*
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1207 A Webley 'Victor' .177 air rifle with target sights,
as a post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of the
Crime Reduction Act apply to the sale and
delivery of this item
£40-60*
1208 A large quantity of various collectable air gun
pellets including some rare examples
£40-60*
1209 A volume of 'Webley Air Rifles' 1925-2005 by
Cristopher Tharle in 'near new' condition £30-40*
1210 A quantity of CO2 cartridges and .177 BB pellets
£20-30*
1211 A Diana model 27 .22 air rifle with a Slavia model
618, as a post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of
the Crime Reduction Act apply to the sale and
delivery of this item
£30-40*
1212 A B.S.A. improved Model D air rifle, S/No.S74274
circa 1913-14, with a German break barrel air rifle
(both as found)
£50-70*
1213 A .177 P.C.P. carbine with an A.S.I. 4-12x40
scope, as a post 1939 air weapon the restrictions
of the Crime Reduction Act apply to the sale and
delivery of this item
£60-90*

1214 A B.S.A. Cadet Major air rifle, S/No.C30037 circa
1948 (rear sight as found), as a post 1939 air
weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£40-50*
1215 Two 'soft air' rifles with various batteries, chargers
and an assault vest, as a post 1939 air weapon
the restrictions of the Crime Reduction Act apply
to the sale and delivery of this item
£80-120*
1216 A Hatsan .22 model 605 break barrel air rifle
complete with Hawke 3-9x50 scope, Bisley slip,
pellets and targets, as a post 1939 air weapon the
restrictions of the Crime Reduction Act apply to
the sale and delivery of this item
£50-70*
1217 A Walther Century .177 air rifle complete with a
Hawke 3-9x50 scope, this 'near new' rifle also
comes with original boxes, paperwork and quality
slip, as a post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of
the Crime Reduction Act apply to the sale and
delivery of this item
£120-180*

1219 A B.S.A. .22 Super Meteor air rifle,
S/No.T.E.12279 for July 1969-FEb 1973, with a
B.S.A. 4x20 fitted scope, a good clean example,
as a post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of the
Crime Reduction Act apply to the sale and
delivery of this item
£40-60*
1220 A B.S.A. .22 Meteor air rifle, S/No.TH84581, as a
post 1939 air weapon the restrictions of the Crime
Reduction Act apply to the sale and delivery of
this item
£30-40*
1221 A Webley MkIII air rifle, S/No.A4790, as a post
1939 air weapon the restrictions of the Crime
Reduction Act apply to the sale and delivery of
this item
£90-140*
1222 A Webley MkIII .22 air rifle, S/No.B2846, as a post
1939 air weapon the restrictions of the Crime
Reduction Act apply to the sale and delivery of
this item
£80-120*
1223 Air rifle Original Mod 35 (as found), as a post 1939
air weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£20-30*
1224 Air rifle Original Mod 25 (as found), as a post 1939
air weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£20-30*
1225 Air rifle Milbro Mod 16 (as found), as a post 1939
air weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£20-30*
1226 A B.S.A. 'Airsporter' MkII .22 air rifle, S/No.GD17917 Sept 1959-Dec 1965, as a post 1939 air
weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£70-100*
1227 Air rifle B.S.A. (as found), as a post 1939 air
weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£20-30*
1228 A mixed Lot including cleaning goods, crossbow
bolts and books etc
£20-30*
1229 A Sporterized Swedish rolling block rifle including
special target sights in obsolete cal 12.7x44R,
no licence required to purchase only, action dated
1867
£400-550*

1230 A USA 'Roberts' conversion of a .58cal Springfield
three band rifle, lock marked with 'Eagle, U.S.
Norfolk 1862', this is a rare conversion to centre
fire of a Civil War era arm, obsolete cal, no licence
required to purchase only
£450-600*
1218 A Daystate 'Harrier x2' .22 P.C.P. air rifle
complete with Hawke airmax 3-9x40 scope,
magazine, valve and slip, as a post 1939 air
weapon the restrictions of the Crime Reduction
Act apply to the sale and delivery of this item
£140-200*

1231 A Remington Arms Co three band rolling block
rifle in .43 (Spanish) obsolete cal, no licence
required to purchase only
£380-500*
1232 A mixed Lot of badges and buttons etc including a
1916 dated 'On War Service' badge
£20-30*
1233 An Argyll and Sutherland badge with two
sweetheart brooches including a 'The Kings Royal
Rifle Corps' example
£20-30*
*THIS LOT IS SUBJECT TO 17% COMMISSION PLUS VAT. PLEASE READ OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1234 A single barrel percussion shotgun of approx
12 bore, two stage lock works well and with
engraved furniture, indicated a quality item, overall
good condition with an old crack to front of forend,
overall 52" with 35 3/4" barrel plus a framed and
glazed bullet poster
£120-180*
1235 A U.S.M.C fighting knife, blade marked KA-Bar
Olean N.Y. in its original marked KA-Bar leather
sheath (sheath as found)
£50-70*
1236 A U.S. M.3. fighting knife (early model) with blade
marked U.S. M.3. Imperial, in its correct M.6.
sheath dated 1943 (blade with some restoration)
£50-80*
1237 A Mallaca cane sword stick with decorated blade
marked Toledo
£100-150*

1238 An Anglo Indian sword stick with a swagger stick
badged 'Light Infantry'
£50-70*
1239 A S.A.80 bayonet and scabbard within its issue
D.P.M. frog with a No.4 spike bayonet
£40-60*
1240 A mixed Lot including WWI French 'Trench' knife,
webbing belt etc
£30-40*
1241 A mixed Lot including a Kukri plus other knives, a
Lansky sharpening system including three stones
and base with L.E.M. bullet mould (.695dia)
£40-50*
1242 A Bowie knife with stag grips, blade marked
'Original Bowie Knife' within leather sheath£35-45*
1243 A Swiss bayonet with its scabbard
£30-40*
1243AA quantity of pocket knives including a silver fruit
knife within a .50 cal ammo can
£30-40*
1244 A British model 1907 bayonet with scabbard plus
a WWII era German K98 bayonet with scabbard
£30-40*
1245 Two small Kukri with sheaths and a Kukri with
wooden grip (no sheath)
£40-60*
1246 A French model 1866 sabre bayonet, dated 1870
(no scabbard)
£30-40*
1247 Three various 'Kukri' with scabbards
£80-120*

1248 Three various 'Kukri' with scabbards
£40-60*
1249 A Kukri with horn grip within its leather scabbard,
with an eastern knife and a sheath knife £50-70*
1250 Two machetes, one being a Martindale example
£20-30*
1251 A decorative Kris within its carved wooden
scabbard
£30-40*
1252 Ethnic items including boomerangs and a knife
within its sheath
£30-40*
1253 A South East Asia 'DHA' sword (no scabbard)
£40-60*
1254 A Dyak Headhunters sword Mandau with carved
wooden scabbard
£60-90*
1255 A British model 1907 bayonet by Wilkinson with
scabbard and leather frog
£50-70*

1256 A rare German model 1898 bayonet (one-piece
grip) with scabbard, both scabbard and bayonet
unit marked
£70-100*
1257 A British model 1876 socket bayonet with
scabbard
£50-70*
1258 A Mauser style bayonet and scabbard with 'turtle
helmet'
£40-60*
1259 Bayonet scarce 1864 model Whitworth sword
bayonet
£90-130*
1260 Bayonet German WWI saw back model 98/05
Butchers 2nd model in scabbard
£180-240*
1261 A French 1866 model sword bayonet with
matching numbered scabbard
£60-80*
1262 A French bayonet with a brass hilted sidearm
(both as found)
£30-40*
1263 A British L1A1 bayonet with scabbard
£40-50*
1264 A mixed Lot of edged items including Kukri and a
USA sheath knife in KA-BAR marked sheath
£50-80*
1265 A British model 1907 bayonet with rare hooked
quillion by Sanderson marked 7/09, complete with
scabbard and leather frog
£350-450*

1266 A Third Reich era S.A. dress dagger with
scabbard blade with RZM mark and dated 1940
£200-300*

1267 A British 'model 1895' Infantry Officers sword with
scabbard and leather sword knot, this clean
example bearing George V cyphers
£150-200*

1268 A German WWII (PATTERN) boot knife and
German WWI (PATTERN) trench knife with Indian
made Commando dagger
£70-100*
1269 A WWII RN scarce Naval Bothers AA gun sight,
all complete (reputed to have come from HMS
Europa Lowestoft)
£160-240*
1270 A box of mixed ordnance including cannon
rounds, shell cases, Trench Art etc
£50-80*
1271 WWII RN Lowestoft interest to JX-328942
J.E.W.Bullock, serviced on mine sweepers from
HMS Europa Lowestoft, containing service
documents, photos, research, Veterans
documents, photos including his Veterans hat and
a photo of him wearing it, lived Norwich Norfolk,
born Saxthorpe, Norfolk, his medals are believed
to be in the Sparrows Next Naval Museum,
Lowestoft
£140-180*
1272 Two boxes of WWII military equipment including
helmets, webbing etc
£70-100*
1273 A German WWII MG 17 double ammo drum
(reputed to be from crashed HEIII which was shot
down 1940 Kent)
£30-40*
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1274 WWII military items including 1944 dated
binoculars, 1943 dated mortar clino, soldiers
pocket Bible, pocket knife, SMLE oil bottle, wire
cutters, soldiers service and pay books and
soldiers ration set sachets
£100-140*
1275 German WWII equipment including helmet, back
pack, Y straps, water bottle and drum magazine
£140-180*
1276 A German WWI scarce model 98/05 saw back
(removed) butchers bayonet with model K98
Mauser bayonet
£120-180*
1277 Sword Victorian Artillery Officer in scabbard
£80-120*
1278 GRV Artillery Officers sword in its metal dress
scabbard
£120-180*
1279 A continental Cavalry Troopers sword made by
Weyersbery Kirschbaum & Co Solingen £70-90*
1280 A German made Brazilian Cavalry sword
£140-180*
1281 A British model 1907 bayonet with scabbard by
Sanderson, with webbing frog
£50-60*
1282 A Solingen marked sword (German manufacture)
with scabbard
£80-120*
1283 A Brazilian sword with scabbard, badges, hilt and
blade, maker marked
£80-120*
1284 A German made Cavalry sword with scabbard,
maker marked, blade 'Solingen' with pipeback
£80-120*
1285 An ER VII Royal Artillery Officers sword with
scabbard
£90-130*
1286 A Victorian Rifle Brigade sword (bearing owners
initials) by Wilkinson No.22605 circa 1878 with
scabbard
£100-140*

1287 A Victorian (model 1845) Infantry Field Officers
sword with brass scabbard
£100-140*

1288 A brass hilted Scottish style decorative
broadsword and scabbard
£35-45*
1289 An Indian Army Infantry Officers sword with
leather scabbard
£90-130*
1290 A Scottish style decorative broadsword and
scabbard
£35-45*
1291 A fine circular brass protractor by Sutton &
Straker, dated 1940 and marked with broad arrow,
within its original wooden case (case as found)
£50-70*
1292 A cased German sextant with Carl Zeiss label to
lid together with other navigational items etc
£80-120*
1293 A case of nautical navigation instruments £30-40*

1294 A cased brass model of a sextant with 'a history of
the navigators sextant'
£40-50*
1295 A brass circular repeating sextant marked Stanley
London
£40-60*
1296 A pair of No.5 MK4 binoculars with a later case
£30-50*
1297 A late Victorian sextant within its fitted mahogany
box, with accessories and key
£120-180*

1298 A MK5 Battenberg course indicator/calculator
£40-50*
1299 A model P10 magnetic aircraft compass within its
fitted box, dated 1945 and some related
paperwork
£30-40*
1300 A British cased military Theodolite marked '44 FD
SP SQN'
£30-40*
1300AA collection of books etc related to seamanship,
fishing and navigation including 'close tidal
streams' with 'closes fishermen's pilot'
£30-40*
1301 A marine compass marked A.Carstens Hamburg,
mounted within a brass helmet binnacle £60-90*

1302 Two male shops mannequins
£50-70*
1303 A vintage leather and canvas cartridge bag with
leather cartridge belt plus two shooting sticks
£30-40*
1304 A Turner-Richards can launcher
£10-15*
1305 Five various cartridge belts including leather
£20-30*
1306 A good leather rifle scabbard containing a toy
double-barrel shotgun
£30-40*
1307 A quantity of various rifle and shotgun slips
£30-40*
1308 Two military commemorative plates in Royal
Dragoon Guards
£20-30*
1309 A mixed Lot of game shooting related items
including leather cartridge belt, Brady game bag,
Eley wooden crate and a copy of Shoots and
Shooting by Norfolk author, E.C.Keigh
£30-40*
1310 Four boxes of 12 bore cartridges including an
unopened box of B.A.S.C. 75th Anniversary
1908-1983 Duncans Special Load, this item can
only be purchased by someone with a current
valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£10-20*
1311 A mixed Lot of collectors cartridges including .410,
Eley Grand Prix 16 bore and a variety of 10 bore,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£20-30*
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1312 Two boxes of 'ex Government surplus' No.6 shot
Eley 'rocket cartridges' and approx 27 Eley Grand
Prix 28 bore, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1313 An 'as unused' Parker-Hale 12 bore cased
cleaning kit with a boxed Webley .410 cleaning kit
plus approx 40 .410 cartridges, this item can only
be purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£30-40*
1314 A full box of Jeffreys 'club smokeless' of London
12 bore cartridges in original box, all in excellent
condition, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.
£30-40*
1315 Two boxes of Eley Grand Prix 16 more (8 shot)
cartridges with a mixed box of 12 bore Eley
'smokeless' cartridges, this item can only be
purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£30-40*
1316 Approx 200 mixed 12 bore collectors cartridges,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£30-40*

1317 Approx 185 mixed 12 bore collectors cartridges,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1318 A mixed Lot including Brady cartridge bag and two
cartridge belts with cleaning rods and brushes etc
£30-40*
1319 A large vintage leather cartridge magazine with
trade label for T.Newton of Manchester,
19" x 12" x 6 1/2" (as found)
£80-120*
1320 A box of various empty vintage shotgun cartridge
cases including a 4 bore example
£20-30*
1321 Four boxes of 12 bore cartridges with a box of
cleaning brushes etc and rods, this item can only
be purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1322 A gun security cabinet (three gun) with keys
£40-50*
1323 A Hawke 20-60x60 spotting scope complete with
case and box
£40-60*
1324 A Winchester model 1885 single shot low wall
rifle, S/No.86297 for approx 1900, the 28" barrel is
No.2 weight and is chambered for the Winchester
round 25-20-SS, the rifle retains a very high
percentage of original colour with the woodwork in
excellent condition, the rifle is also fitted with
correct 'period' rear target sight and combination
front sight, 25-20-SS is listed as obsolete cal, no
licence required to purchase only (loading dies,
cases and heads available to purchase if required)
£1000-1400*

1325 A 'Snider Action' .380 Rook rifle by T.Willis
Birmingham (1873-1892), Snider Action Rook
rifles are quite rare and this example is in above
average condition, .380 Rook is listed as obsolete
cal, no licence required to purchase only
£750-1000*

1326 A pair of 'Victorian' brass signal cannons on
wooden carriages, the barrels are approx
22 1/2" long, each with a bore of approx 1.7", this
wonderful pair of cannons came from a local
estate, one being in the hall and the other found
'forgotten' in an outbuilding
£1200-1800*

1327 A tribal wooden club with grooved head and a
wooden priest
£40-60*
1328 A taxidermy duck mounted on plinth
£30-40*
1329 A taxidermy bird of prey (with its catch) within
glazed display case, 19" x 18", a vintage example
re-cased
£50-70*
1330 A taxidermy Peregrine Falcon with its French
Partridge prey, cased within a naturalistic scene
by W.K.Dillistone, Market Place, Swaffham,
24" x 20"
£80-120*
1331 A taxidermy Kingfisher cased within a naturalistic
setting, 9" x 9" (approx)
£30-40*
1332 A taxidermy Kingfisher and Tit cased within a
naturalistic setting, 11" x 9" (approx)
£40-50*

1333 A Japanese Wakizashi sword

£100-140*

1334 A 120mm bat shell dated 1976 and marked C.S.R.
Proof of Prop
£20-30*
1335 A Vanguard high plains 560 spotting scope
complete with 'hard' carry case (as new) £70-100*
1336 A Kynoch Centenary 1962-1962 Edition of 'Under
Five Flags' The Story of Kynoch Works, Witton,
Birmingham, complete with Kynoch compliments
slip, together with I.M.I. (Kynoch) Ltd research
data etc on Tenex .22 R/F amongst others £50-70*
1337 A 'Starlight' digital night vision scope within its
original box
£150-200*
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1338 A 12 bore S/B shotgun by A.Y.A., S/No.503150,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1339 A 12 bore S/B with 3" chambers shotgun by
Lincoln, S/No.2738, this item can only be
purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1340 A 12 bore S/A shotgun by Franchi with 28"
barrels, S/No.D/80346, this item can only be
purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£40-60*
1341 A 12 bore O/U shotgun by Laurona with 28"
barrels, S/No.96584, this item can only be
purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£40-60*
1342 A Ward .410 S/B N.E. shotgun, S/No.83, this item
can only be purchased by someone with a current
valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£50-70*

1343 A Baikal 12 bore S/B N.E. shotgun, S/No.B57516,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£10-20*
1344 A Baikal 12 bore S/S B.L.N.E. shotgun,
S/No.E05080, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1345 A Baikal 12 bore S/S B.L.E. shotgun in overall
clean condition, 27 1/2" barrels with good bores,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£40-60*

1346 A Lanber-Ibargun 12 bore O/U B.L.N.E. shotgun
in overall good condition, 27 1/2" barrels with
clean bores, S/No.117324, this item can only be
purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£50-70*

1347 A Baikal 12 bore S/S B.L.N.E. shotgun,
S/No.X21063, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1348 A Baikal 12 bore 'Deluxe' S/S B.L.E. shotgun in
overall good condition with fire bores,
S/No.C27055, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.
£50-70*

1349 A Greener G.P. MkII 12 bore S/B shotgun,
S/No.G81142, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.
£50-80*

1350 A Spanish 'Master' 12 bore S/S B.L.N.E. shotgun,
S/No.119996, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.
£20-30*
1351 A Greeners G.P. 12 bore shotgun S/No.52041,
this classic shotgun is in exceptional condition,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£90-130*

1352 An Army and Navy 12 bore side-by-side box lock
ejector, this classic English gun has 28" barrels
and is in above average condition with good
bores, S/No.72521, this item can only be
purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£200-300*

1353 An A.Y.A. 12 bore side-by-side S/L/E shotgun, this
is a black Sabel De-luxe model with 27" barrels,
S/No.10416, in overall good condition, this item
can only be purchased by someone with a current
valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£100-150*

1354 A 12 bore pump action shotgun by Higgins
(two shot magazine), S/No.58355, this item can
only be purchased by someone with a current
valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£40-50*
1355 A B.S.A. Super 10 .22 air rifle (F.A.C.)
S/No.DP03237, this rifle is in good condition and
comes with sound suppressor, two magazines
and Tasco 3-9x50 scope, this item can only be
purchased by someone with a current valid
firearms certificate with permission to acquire or
an R.F.D.
£60-90*

1356 A .410 S/B shotgun by Modern Arms, S/No.4069,
this item can only be purchased by someone with
a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.
£40-60 *
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Commission bids placed by telephone are accepted at the client’s risk. We do accept
commission bids by facsimile. We urge our clients to place such commission bids
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PURCHASE VIA LIVE BIDDING – Any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live
auction service will be subject to an additional 3% commission charge plus VAT at the
current rate imposed on the hammer price. In completing the bidder registration on
www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details and unless alternative
arrangements are made with Durrants you hereby agree to the following terms:
a) Durrants are authorised to charge the credit/debit card given in part or full
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16 POSTAGE / SHIPPING - Goods will not be released to couriers unless they are
delivering to the address that the buyer has used for registration. Couriers are
instructed not to take alternate delivery instructions once dispatched

17 COMPLIANCE - Upon failure of any purchaser to comply with any of the above
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to the owner of the lot, he paying there from, all just expenses. Any lot not paid for
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any lot may sell at a figure less than the lower estimate and for more than the higher
estimated figure. The auctioneers and their staff reserve the right to alter their presale estimates, either upwards or downwards, on any lot at any time, up until such
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VALUE ADDED TAX - Lots on which Value Added Tax may be payable by the
buyer on the “hammer price” are indicated in the catalogue by a symbol beside the lot
number. The buyer shall pay any VAT which may be due on any amounts owed by
the buyer under these conditions of sale at the rates prevailing on the day of the
auction.
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AUCTIONEERS MARGIN SCHEME - The Auctioneers Margin Scheme allows

19 RESERVES - The auctioneers and vendors reserve the right: (a) To remove the reserve completely from a previously reserved lot at any time up
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(c) To alter a reserve, either upwards or downwards, on any lot at any time up until it
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(d) Should any item fail to sell at the reserve price on the day of the Auction they will
be subject to commission of 3% of the Reserve Price, subject to a minimum fee
of £5 plus VAT.

auctioneers to sell items without VAT on the hammer price. Under the margin scheme
an amount equivalent to VAT at the current rate is added to the buyer’s premium. This
amount cannot be refunded. The VAT element will not be shown separately on the
buyer’s invoice.
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satisfied himself fully as to the attribution and condition of the lot. If any damage is
done to any lot at the viewing or before, during or after the sale, such damage shall be
made good by the person committing such damage, principals being responsible for
the acts of their servants, such damage to be assessed by the auctioneers. Written
condition reports are available for all Lots upon request. Buyers that do not request
condition reports forfeit their right to a refund, except where we are in breach of
Contract.
Verbal condition reports will not be given. The latest that a condition report will be
e-mailed or posted is the day immediately before the sale.

20 THIRD PARTY LIABILITY - Every person on the auctioneers’ premises before,
during or after a sale or at any other time, shall be deemed to be there at their own
risk and shall have no claim against the auctioneer in respect of any injury they may
sustain or any accident which may occur.

21 ANY NOTICES - Any notices that may be displayed from time to time by the
auctioneers in the sale ground or salerooms shall be deemed to form part of and be
included within the general conditions of sale.

22 MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS - In order to comply with current antimoney laundering legislation we are unable to accept cash payments over £8,000.
Any purchaser wishing to pay cash for any purchase over £1,000 may be asked for
identification e.g. Passport or photo driving licence.

23 DROIT DE SUITE ROYALTY CHARGES – in essence this charge will be made to
the purchaser of any work of art that has been produced by a living artist or for a
period of up to 70yrs after the artist’s death, on lots with a hammer price more than
the UK sterling equivalent of €1,000. Please refer to www.dacs.org.uk for further rules
and current exchange rates. The royalty charge will be added to purchase invoices
and must be paid before items can be cleared. All Royalty charges are paid to the
Design and Artists Copyright Society (DACS) by the Auctioneers and no handling
costs or additional fees with respect to these charges will be retained by the
Auctioneer.

24 RICS REGULATION
a)

10 ATTRIBUTION OF PICTURES - (Condition 7 also refers).
(a) The forename(s) (or asterisks where not known) and surname of the artist
indicates in our opinion a work by the artist
(b) The initials of the forename(s) and the surname of the artist indicates in our
opinion a work of the period of the artist which may be wholly or in part his work.
(c) The surname of the artist indicates in our opinion a work of the school or by one
of the followers of the artist or in his style and of uncertain date.
(d) Bears signature indicates in our opinion that this is not the signature of the artist.
(e) All other terms are self-explanatory.

b)

25 RESCISSION - Notwithstanding any other terms of these Conditions, if within

11 OWNERSHIP OF PURCHASES - The ownership of the lot(s) purchased will not
pass to the buyer until the buyer has paid the auctioneers in full the total amount due
and the auctioneers have applied such payment to the lot.

12 TRANSFER OF RISK - Each lot shall be at the purchaser’s sole risk from the fall of
the hammer and shall be sold with all faults and imperfections. The purchaser is
deemed to have inspected the lots and satisfied himself as to their condition. The
liability to insure any purchased Lot shall pass from the auctioneer to the purchaser on
the fall of the hammer.

13 COMMISSION BIDS - If instructed, the auctioneers will execute bids and advise
prospective purchasers. This service is free. Lots will always be purchased as
cheaply as is allowed by such other bids and reserves as are on the auctioneer’s
books. In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take precedence. There must

All Clients monies are paid into our Auction Clients Account with Barclays Bank
PLC Norfolk Business and Agricultural Corporate Banking Centre, Norwich,
Norfolk (any interest accrued monies held will be retained by Durrants)
Durrants operates an RICS approved complaints policy, details can be found on
our website www.durrants.com
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fourteen days of the date of sale Durrants receive from the buyer of any lot notice in
writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and the lot is returned to them in
this period in the same condition as at the time of sale and produces written evidence,
the burden of proof to be upon the buyer, satisfies Durrants that considered in the light
of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery then the sale of the lot will
be rescinded. The purchase price will be refunded once the sum has been returned to
Durrants by the Seller.
If before the proceeds of the sale have been paid to the Seller Durrants receives
notice from the buyer that, in the buyers view the sale should be rescinded and
Durrants agrees with that view, Durrants will rescind the sale and refund to the Buyer
any amount paid to Durrants in respect of the Lot, and if such notice is received after
payment of the proceeds of this sale the Seller will on notice reimburse Durrants to
the full amount of the sum refunded to the Buyer.
REPRODUCTIONS - Owing to the large number of Third Reich and other uniforms
and accoutrements being used for films, television and plays, it becomes increasingly
difficult to ascertain the authenticity of certain pieces. We catalogue all items as
seen, and offer no guarantee as to their authenticity. The terms ‘bronze’, ‘silver’ and
‘gold’ refer to the grades in which medals, badges, etc., were awarded and not to heir
composition. Items described as (PATTERN) are an example of the described item
with no guarantee of age or authenticity

BUYER REGISTRATION FORM
Please enter the information required below before taking it to a member of staff. Please ensure that
you have a suitable form of identification to verify the information you are giving, e.g. driving
licence, utility bill etc. Once you have done this you will be issued with a card and this will have
your buyer’s number on it

Mr / Mrs / Miss / Other: _______ Initials: _______Surname: ___________________________
Company

___________________________________________________________

Address

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Tel:

___________________________________________________________

Mobile:

___________________________________________________________

E-mail:

___________________________________________________________

Credit / Debit
Card No:

___________________________________________________________

Start Date:

___________ Expiry Date: ___________ Security Code: ___________

Where a buyer is registering for the first time
and leaving a commission bid the auctioneers
reserve the right to undertake a credit card
transaction using the details which have been
supplied if the purchase is successful.

For Office Use Only
Buyers Registration Number: -

DURRANTS AUCTION ROOMS
The Old School House, Peddars Lane, Beccles, Suffolk, NR34 9UE
Tel: 01502 713490
Email: auctionrooms@durrants.com
Web: www.durrants.com

DIRECTIONS
FROM A12/A145 (SOUTH)
On entering Beccles, at the first set of traffic lights turn right into Peddars
Lane. The Auction Rooms are 200 metres along the road on your right.
FROM A143/A146 (BURY ST EDMUNDS & NORWICH)
Approaching Beccles, at the McDonald’s roundabout, go straight over, then
take the first right via Gillingham over the bridge into Beccles. Follow the
road past the new Tesco, go straight at the first set of traffic lights, right at the
second and the Auction Rooms are 100 metres on your left.
FROM A146 (LOWESTOFT)
At the Worlingham roundabout bear left through Worlingham. At the first set
of lights go straight over, at the second turn left and the Auction Rooms are
100 metres on your left.
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